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Abstract: The Houston Ship Channel is located on the Gulf of Mexico 
coast in eastern Texas. The entrance channels serve the ports of Houston, 
Galveston, and Texas City. Two different pilot groups, The Houston Pilots 
Association and the Texas City/Galveston Pilots Association, use the 
waterway. The Houston Ship Channel is heavily trafficked, and two-way 
traffic is necessary to keep the ports on schedule.   

Research conducted at the U.S. Army Engineer Research and Develop-
ment Center (ERDC) in 1990-1994 recommended widths for two-way 
traffic of the design vessels based upon the results of a real-time ship 
simulator study. The simulator study utilized two ship simulators, coupled 
together, to model two-way traffic. This was the first time two simulators 
were used to determine channel width requirements. A survey of ship 
motion utilizing Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) was 
conducted to develop the algorithms for two-way traffic.   

Due to its unique complexity, this project was selected for monitoring 
under the Monitoring Completed Navigation Projects Program during the 
time period February 2002 through June 2005 when the channel dimen-
sions were increased from 40 ft deep by 400 ft wide to 45 ft deep by 530 ft 
wide. A new DGPS survey was undertaken utilizing newer more accurate 
equipment than had been previously used to record two-way traffic in the 
Houston Ship Channel. It was necessary to understand the behavior of 
ship(s) within the navigation channel by analyzing track plots of the ship’s 
footprint showing the position and orientation of the ships at specific 
intervals. This was particularly helpful in analyzing control and response 
of the ships, and reactions to factors such as bank effects and ship-to-ship 
interactions.   

Monitoring data obtained in the prototype were used to determine how 
well the ship-to-ship interaction algorithms used in the ERDC Ship/Tow 
Simulator compared with real-world data. These data were used to 
develop enhanced and significantly more accurate algorithms for the 
Ship/Tow Simulator. This knowledge, when applied to future studies, will 
result in more accurate simulation modeling of proposed navigation 
projects.   

DISCLAIMER: The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising, publication, or promotional purposes. 
Citation of trade names does not constitute an official endorsement or approval of the use of such commercial products. 
All product names and trademarks cited are the property of their respective owners. The findings of this report are not to 
be construed as an official Department of the Army position unless so designated by other authorized documents. 
 
DESTROY THIS REPORT WHEN NO LONGER NEEDED. DO NOT RETURN IT TO THE ORIGINATOR. 
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Preface 

The study reported herein was conducted as part of the Monitoring Com-
pleted Navigation Projects (MCNP) Program. The study was conducted by 
the U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center’s (ERDC’s) 
Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory (CHL), during the period February 
2002 through June 2005 under MCNP Work Unit No. 11M-21. Overall 
program management of the MCNP is provided by Headquarters, 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (HQUSACE). CHL is responsible for tech-
nical and data management, and support for HQUSACE review and 
technology transfer. Program monitors for the MCNP Program were 
Barry W. Holliday, Charles B. Chesnutt, and David B. Wingerd, 
HQUSACE. Thomas W. Richardson was Director of CHL, and Robert R. 
Bottin, Jr. was MCNP Program Manager during conduct of this study.   

The principal investigator in immediate charge of the study was Dennis W. 
Webb, Chief, Navigation Branch, CHL. This report was prepared by 
Dennis W. Webb, J. Christopher Hewlett, and Dr. Larry L. Daggett.   

COL Gary E. Johnston was Commander and Executive Director of ERDC. 
Dr. James R. Houston was Director.   
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Unit Conversion Factors 

Multiply By To Obtain 

cubic feet 0.02831685 cubic meters 

feet 0.3048 meters 

inches 0.0254 meters 

miles (nautical) 1,852 meters 

miles (U.S. statute) 1,609.347 meters 

miles per hour 0.44704 meters per second 
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1 Introduction 

Monitoring Completed Navigation Projects (MCNP) Program 

The goal of the Monitoring Completed Navigation Projects (MCNP) 
Program (formerly the Monitoring Completed Coastal Projects (MCCP) 
Program) is the advancement of coastal and hydraulic engineering tech-
nology. The program is designed to determine how well projects are 
accomplishing their purposes and how well they are resisting attacks by 
their physical environment. These determinations, combined with con-
cepts and understanding already available, will lead to the creation of 
more accurate and economical engineering solutions to coastal and 
hydraulic problems, strengthening and improving design criteria and 
methodology, improving construction practices and cost-effectiveness, and 
improving operation and maintenance techniques. Additionally, the moni-
toring program will identify where current technology is inadequate or 
where additional research is required.   

To develop direction for the program, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) established an ad hoc committee of engineers and scientists. The 
committee formulated the objectives of the program, developed its opera-
tion philosophy, recommended funding levels, and established criteria and 
procedures for project selection. A significant result of their efforts was a 
prioritized listing of problem areas to be addressed. This is essentially a 
listing of the areas of interest of the program.   

USACE offices are invited to nominate projects for inclusion in the moni-
toring program as funds become available. The MCNP Program is 
governed by Engineer Regulation 1110-2-8151 (Headquarters, USACE 
(HQUSACE) 1997). A selection committee reviews and prioritizes the 
nominated projects based on criteria established in the regulation. The 
prioritized list is reviewed by the program monitors at HQUSACE. Final 
selection is based on this prioritized list, national priorities, and the 
availability of funding.   

The overall monitoring program is under the management of the Coastal 
and Hydraulics Laboratory (CHL), U.S. Army Engineer Research and 
Development Center (ERDC), with guidance from HQUSACE. An indi-
vidual monitoring project is a cooperative effort between the submitting 
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District and/or Division office and CHL. Development of monitoring plans 
and conduct of data collection and analyses are dependent upon the com-
bined resources of CHL and the District and/or Division.   

Project description and background  

The Houston Ship Channel (HSC) is located on the Texas Gulf Coast 
(Figure 1). The navigation project consists of approximately 65 miles of 
improved deep-draft channels, transecting Galveston Bay from Bolivar 
Roads into the city of Houston. The channel was 40 ft deep by 400 ft wide 
for most of its length. Channel improvements of deepening to 45 ft and 
widening to 530 ft were underway at the time of this MCNP study. The 
improved channel dimensions and alignments were designed in a series of 
real-time ship simulator studies conducted by ERDC during 1990-1994. 
The HSC operates constantly unless closed due to extreme conditions. The 
HSC averages more than 1,000 ship movements per month.   

A navigation study including real-time ship simulator (Figure 2) modeling 
was conducted by ERDC during 1990-1994 (Hewlett 1994; Webb 1994a 
and b). The simulation consisted of Galveston Bay, Houston Bayou, 
Galveston Channel, entrance channels, and the intersection of the HSC 
and the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway. In order to simulate two-way traffic, a 
second simulator was installed and coupled with the existing one. A physi-
cal model was constructed in a sand flume and remote control ships were 
tracked to provide insight into ship-ship interaction. The first Differential 
Global Positioning Satellite (DGPS) survey of two-way traffic was under-
taken in 1991. The DGPS data were post-processed to an accuracy of 30 ft, 
as compared with today’s centimeter level accuracy.   

The CHL TABS-MD numerical model was used to calculate currents in the 
existing and proposed conditions.   

The real-time simulation model consisted of a visual and radar scenes and 
environment databases. The environment databases include channel defi-
nition, bank effects, wind, and currents.   

The simulation models were developed for existing conditions and vali-
dated with local pilots. After validation was complete, the models were 
modified to reflect future conditions. The future conditions modeled were 
45 ft deep by 530 ft wide, and 50 ft deep by 600 ft wide. Currents for 
maximum ebb and flood tide were simulated during the testing program. 
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Figure 1. Location map, Houston Ship Channel, TX. 
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Figure 2. Simulator ships meeting in Houston Ship Channel.   

Purpose of study 

The purpose of this MCNP study was to record and document data that 
define ship motions (both horizontal and vertical) during transits in the 
HSC (particularly the Galveston Bay reaches), and the relevant environ-
mental and ship control factors that influence those ship motions. These 
measurements, combined with ship characteristics and channel condi-
tions, provided data to better understand ship behavior and controllability 
in confined waterways and to verify numerical ship models. Since the 
ships measured would be operating through both a 40-ft-deep by 400-ft-
wide channel and a 45-ft-deep by 530-ft-wide channel during project 
improvement, these measurements provided comparative data in two 
channel sizes. An additional future condition of 50 ft deep by 600 ft wide 
was also modeled.   

The general design of the project was based on model studies conducted at 
ERDC from 1990 to 1994 and sound engineering practices. However, 
DGPS equipment today is much more accurate than that previously used 
in the earlier studies. A new DGPS survey was conducted utilizing the 
newer more accurate equipment.   
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It was necessary to understand the behavior of ship(s) within the naviga-
tion channel by analyzing track plots of the ship’s footprint showing the 
position and orientation of the ships at specific intervals. This was par-
ticularly helpful in analyzing control and response of the ships, and 
reactions to factors such as bank effects and ship-to-ship interactions.   

Monitoring data obtained in the prototype were used to determine how 
well the ship-to-ship interaction algorithms used in the ERDC Ship/Tow 
Simulator compared with real-world data. These data were used to 
develop enhanced and significantly more accurate algorithms for the 
Ship/Tow Simulator. This knowledge, when applied to future studies, will 
result in more accurate simulation modeling of proposed navigation 
projects.   
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2 Data Collection and Results 

Basic approach 

The collection of accurate position (vertical and horizontal) data on ships 
in Galveston Bay from Barbers Cut to the intersection with the Gulf Intra-
coastal Waterway was the focus of this study. In addition, hydrographic 
data, water level, wind, and ship descriptive parameters, controls, and 
maneuvering characteristics were collected. From these data, ship track 
lines, sinkage, and trim were computed. All records, data (both raw and 
reduced), and notes were organized and have been made available in 
Microsoft Excel worksheets in order to prepare for further analysis of 
these data in future studies.   

Ship selection procedure 

The data collection effort focused on two ship types: container ships and 
tankers, specifically focusing on “wide-bodied” ships, those with over 
120-ft beams. Wide-bodied ships generally had beams of 135-138 ft. These 
ships primarily operated from Shell Oil, Oil Tanking, Houston Fuel Oil, 
and Exxon Baytown terminals and were tankers. The widest beam con-
tainer ships were Panamax widths of 106 ft and they all were serviced at 
Barbours Cut terminals. In order to have a mix of ship sizes meeting in the 
channel, the entire ship sailing schedule had to be studied to determine 
which ships would be arriving and sailing so that they could meet in the 
navigation channel above Bolivar Roads. The arrival and/or sailing of the 
wide-bodied ships generally dictated the ships to be selected, particularly 
in the early stages of the measurements. In addition, there was a desire to 
measure ships for more than one transit if possible. Therefore, if a ship 
was measured inbound, then that ship was targeted for measurement on 
its outbound transit if possible. As the data collection progressed, the ship 
combinations measured was checked and ships were selected to assure 
that all combinations of ship type meetings could be measured to the 
degree possible.   

In order to select the ships to meet, the pilot’s guidance for allowing ships 
to meet in the navigation channel had to be considered. Ships with com-
bined beams less than 290 ft are allowed to pass in the new channel below 
channel markers 49 and 50. Above that point in the channel, ships with 
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combined beams less than 251 ft are allowed to pass. Therefore, in order to 
measure meeting situations with ships with the widest beams, generally 
about 138 ft, these ships had to meet in the reach below Eagle Point. These 
large ships were generally restricted to daylight sailings. As a result, the 
sailing times for these ships were generally set for about 0530 in the upper 
bayou area (i.e., Shell, OilTanking, and Houston Fuel), 0630 from 
Baytown, and 0730 from the sea buoy for arrivals. Sailings from Barbours 
Cut could reach the portion of the channel that has not been widened and 
deepened in about 45 min and the wider/deeper channel in the lower 
Galveston Bay in about 1.5 hr.   

The Houston Pilots provided access to their Shipping Schedule Internet 
database that is updated every 15 min. This information was available 
24 hr/day, 7 days/week. This information was checked the previous day 
and throughout the evening and morning, as necessary, to select the ships. 
As necessary, the pilot dispatchers and advisory pilot would be consulted 
in making the selection of ships.   

Once the ship selection was completed, then the pilot’s dispatcher was 
contacted and arrangements made to board the ships and meet the pilot 
boat at Galveston. The shipping agent or some other ship representative 
would be contacted for permission to board the ship. In order to expedite 
obtaining this permission, the week before the ship transit measurements 
were begun, agents, shipping company operations personnel, chartering 
company operations personnel, and dock operations personnel were 
contacted, informed about the project, and, to the extent possible, clear-
ances were arranged for boarding ships and entering and exiting through 
the dock facilities. This intense contacting of officials for permission con-
tinued through the first week of measurements and, for special cases, even 
throughout the data collection effort. Arrangements were also made for 
clearance with the U.S. Customs and Immigration officials.   

The ship teams were then assigned to a ship and preparations were made 
in accordance with the team instructions. The team members were called 
3 hr prior to the scheduled sailing time, either from the dock or from the 
sea buoy.   

Base GPS stations 

In order to attain high accuracy for vertical elevation measurements, 
compatible base stations had to be located and surveyed into a common 
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datum. These base stations had to be located within 10 statute miles of the 
shipboard receivers and antennae and all Global Positioning System (GPS) 
measurements must be corrected for geoid variations along the entire 
transit. The datum and coordinate system used was Universal Transverse 
Mercator (UTM) – North American Horizontal Datum (NAD 83), Zone 15, 
in U.S. Surveying feet for the horizontal and North American Vertical 
Datum (NAVD 88) for the vertical datum.   

Four base stations were required and had to be accessible 24 hr per day 
and secure from theft and damage. Figure 3 shows the general locations of 
the base stations selected and includes a 10-mile circle around each one to 
indicate the range expected to be covered by that gage. It was found that 
the base station data could be used well outside this range maintaining a 
high degree of accuracy (with 3-5 cm vertically). The base stations were 
located at the Houston Pilots’ pilot boat station in Galveston, TX; the 
Stapp Towing Company office facility in Dickinson, TX; at the Barbours 

 
Figure 3. Locations of base stations.   
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Cut Terminal Fire Station; and at the Houston Pilots’ office building in 
Houston, TX. These locations were surveyed in using available survey 
benchmarks the week prior to beginning the measurements.   

Ship GPS measurements 

The ship position and motion measurements were made using high-
accuracy, dual-frequency DGPS receivers. Three different types of L1/L2 
receivers and antennas were used. Three Trimble 4000 SSI were used for 
rovers on one ship and three Ashtech receivers were used for measure-
ments on the remaining ship. As the study progressed, it was necessary to 
replace the three Ashtech receivers with leased Trimble 4700 receivers. 
The equipment was placed in three locations on the ship: near the bow and 
on the port and starboard bridge wings. The coordinates from this equip-
ment define a plane and allowed measurement of ship motion in all six 
degrees-of-freedom. The instruments were placed in positions that maxi-
mize the antennae’s “view” of the sky. If the number of satellites being 
observed by an antenna dropped below five, due to blockage caused by 
local structures or a reduced number of satellites above the horizon, the 
recorded vertical position was no longer useful for determining precise 
ship motions such as sinkage and trim.   

The Trimble units, including the base units, were operated to record at 
2-sec intervals and the Ashtec units recorded at 1-sec intervals. The Ashtec 
data were post-processed to create RINEX interchange data files at 2-sec 
intervals to process against the Trimble base station data. To conserve 
battery and memory in the Trimble units, these receivers were turned off 
between Morgan’s Point and the dock to which they were going if they 
went to the upper bayou reaches. Some portion of the bayou reaches were 
recorded; how much depended on the speed of the transit in the bay 
section.   

When the Ashtech gages were replaced with Trimble gages, the team that 
had been using the Ashtech gages continued to carry one of the Ashtech 
gages on board and placed it at the port midship point for a fourth gage. 
This gage’s measurements can be used to determine if there is any change 
in the hog or sag of the ship as it moves through the channel. The fourth 
gage data have not been included in the spreadsheet data in this report, 
but the post-processed GPS data are available for processing and analysis. 
The other two gages were placed at the Firehouse and Pilot Boat base 
stations as backups.   
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In order to relate the DGPS elevations to the water level, it was necessary 
to make measurements while the ship was not moving. The only time 
when this was possible was while the ship was at the dock. For an out-
bound transit, the teams boarded the ship an hour prior to sailing and set 
up the DGPS units. After the loading was completed but prior to the tugs 
arriving, a 10-min recording of the static zero was made for all gages. The 
times of this zero reading were logged. The same procedure would be 
followed for an arriving ship with the static zero reading being taken after 
the ship had arrived at the dock, the tugs had departed, and before unload-
ing began. This means that the mooring lines could affect the heel of the 
ship. This possibility should be checked in future analysis of these data. 
There were many activities that the ship boarding teams had to accomplish 
in order to complete a successful transit measurement.   

Ship shaft and rudder measurements 

Because of the study focus on ship maneuvering and controllability, 
instrumentation (potentiometers, cameras, etc.) was installed in the ship’s 
engine room to record engine RPM and rudder position. In some circum-
stances it was necessary to make video tape recordings of the engine RPM, 
and rudder position from the ship’s bridge indicators. This was particu-
larly true when the ship was a Controllable Pitch Propeller (CPP) and 
measuring the shaft RPM was not sufficient to define the propulsion being 
applied to the ship. For these cases (there were four of these ship transits), 
these tapes will have to be visually processed at a later time and reduced to 
numeric data. All of these data were time-synchronized with the GPS time 
records for correlation with the DGPS position measurements.   

Ship particulars, dimensions, and transit notes  

Each ship boarded was provided with a form to inform the ship’s master or 
captain about the project and to request key information about the ship. 
Sometime during the time the study team was onboard the ship, one of the 
team members worked with the ship’s engineer or mate to obtain the 
required information. The ship’s line drawings and general arrangement 
plans were also obtained when possible and copies made or dimensions 
scaled to determine the relationship of the gage locations to the ship’s keel 
and relative to the length and width of the ship.   
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PORTS stations and data 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
Houston/Galveston Physical Oceanographic Real-Time System (PORTS) 
was used as the primary source of water level data with recording tidal 
gages located at Bolivar, Eagle Point, and Morgan’s Point. This provided a 
water level value at the lower, mid- and upper bay locations and allowed 
the computation of a time varying water level slope along the bay. In 
addition, the PORTS system provided a record of the current speed and 
direction at Bolivar and at Morgan’s Point as well as air temperature, 
barometric pressure, and wind speed and direction measurements. Cur-
rent direction at the two PORTS system stations report the current in 
terms of cross channel current and current along the channel.   

Survey boat measurements 

It is important to know the water-surface slope along the channel between 
Morgan’s Point and Bolivar. A hydrographic surveying company, Chris 
Ransom Associates (CRA), was contracted to provide a boat and survey 
team to move along with one of the ships during its transit through 
Galveston Bay measuring the water surface with a dual-frequency DGPS 
unit. In addition, before and following the ship transit measurements, the 
current magnitude and direction at specified channel cross sections was 
measured using an RDI Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) for each 
of the transits in which the survey boat participated. Since the survey boat 
was already outfitted for performing hydrographic surveys, the channel 
cross sections were surveyed as the currents were profiled.   

A Trimble 4100 SSI antenna was mounted on the survey boat superstruc-
ture along with the normal surveying DGPS antenna. The reading for this 
gage was adjusted to account for the height of the antenna above the static 
water line for the boat. In order to account for the change in elevation of 
the boat while underway relative to the static elevation of the gage (i.e., the 
“squat” or “lift in planning”), a series of calibration runs were made with 
the survey boat the day following the completion of the ship measure-
ments. These calibration runs were made at various speeds up to the 
fastest speed of the boat. The change in elevation for each speed can then 
be determined from the calibration data.   

An ADCP unit was located on a mounting pole on the side of the survey 
boat. The mounting was designed so that it could be rotated to remove the 
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ADCP unit from the water to safety while making the movement between 
stations and following the ships. Measurements were made for the chosen 
cross sections from marker to marker in order to provide as consistent a 
set of measurements as possible. ERDC provided assistance in making the 
ADCP calibration and setup and in deciding on the procedures for making 
the measurements. The velocity profiles were recorded but not analyzed.   

Channel depth measurements were made for each cross section while the 
velocity profiles were taken. These data allow for a cross-check of the more 
complete hydrographic survey data and the water-level measurement and 
profiles.   

On-dock measurements 

For each ship measured, a reading of the draft marks was made. Normally 
drafts were only available for one side of the ship depending on the side of 
the ship towards the dock. At OilTanking, the berth was designed so that 
the bow of the ship was well beyond the dock and there was no way to read 
the bow draft marks from land. For these situations, only the midpoint 
and stern draft were read. In some cases where the ship draft marks could 
be read while the ship approached the berthing area, these draft readings 
were recorded. Usually the ship was moving slowly and these readings 
were used when necessary. In addition, draft readings are usually available 
from the ship and could be compared to the draft readings taken at the 
dock. Also, the ship’s drafts are sometimes available from a load analysis 
program. Caution should be taken in using these drafts since it is not 
always known when the draft readings or analysis was completed relative 
to the ship measurements or what specific gravity of water was used in the 
calculation.   

Water levels were measured at each of the docks while the static zero 
readings of the DGPS gages were being made for each ship measured. A 
location on the dock near the ship berth was identified at each dock and 
the point was surveyed using the DGPS to tie it into the network being 
used to measure the ships. In some cases a measurement had to be made 
from the DGPS survey point to the point used for the direct measurement 
to the water surface to avoid a long tape line measurement. This distance 
was then subtracted from the surveyed elevation along with the measure-
ment from the direct measurement point to the water surface to obtain the 
water-surface elevation.   
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Attempts were made to develop a method that would account for the 
change in salinity between the Gulf of Mexico and the lower part of 
Galveston Bay and the fresher water at the dock where the draft and static 
zero measurements were made. Efforts were made to obtain an instrument 
to measure salinity or conductivity and relate that to changes in specific 
gravity; however, no instrument was located that could be used by the 
survey boat. There was a salinity measurement study that had been con-
ducted by Texas state agencies during these ship measurements on 17 and 
18 July 2001. Some of these data are available at the ambient water 
quality-monitoring site of the Texas Water Development Board Internet 
site (www.twdb.state.tx.us). Discussions with those involved with water 
quality monitoring in Galveston Bay indicated that changes in salinity in 
the bay are complex and that for such measurements to be accurate, 
profiles would have to be measured frequently. This was not possible for 
this study.   

Early in the study it was decided to measure the specific gravity of the 
water at the docks when the water level and static zero measurements 
were taken. A hygrometer and thermometer were obtained and used to 
make these measurements at the dock. A sample of water was drawn at the 
location of the water level measurements and the specific gravity and 
temperature were recorded on the draft log sheet. Twice during the ship 
measurements, samples were taken and specific gravity and temperatures 
were measured at Morgan’s Point near markers 89-90, at Eagle Point near 
markers 47-48 and off the Texas City Jetty near markers 27-28. Once dur-
ing the measurements, a sample was taken offshore from the Pilot Boat 
near the sea buoy.   

Recent Corps hydrographic surveys were obtained from the U.S. Army 
Engineer District, Galveston. These survey data will allow the development 
of a description of the navigation channels including: cross-sectional 
areas, depths, bank slopes, channel toe-lines and center lines, and under-
keel clearances.   
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3 Data Collected 

Measurements were made of ship transits during the period of 16-31 July 
2001. A description of the data collected and available is provided below.   

Ships measured 

Twenty-five ships were measured during this project between 16-31 July 
2001. The ships measured are shown in Table 1. Included are the ship’s 
principle characteristics and pertinent information about the ship data 
collected. These ships included 13 tanker/bulk carriers, nine container 
ships, two ore-bulk-oil (OBO) ships, and one general cargo ship. Eleven of 
the ships had beams greater than 129 ft. Of the nine meeting situations 
that were accomplished with both ships instrumented, four had a com-
bined beam less than 212 ft and five had combined beams of greater than 
240 ft. Five of the transits had survey boat water-level measurements. 
Seven of the transits had velocity measurements taken at the specified 
cross sections.   

There were three occasions where meeting situations were not attempted. 
The first of these was the first day of measurements. Both teams were 
assigned to the same ship so that all team members could observe and 
practice the procedures to be used throughout the survey. Three Trimble 
and one Ashtech receivers and antennas were deployed for this exercise 
and to test the equipment and procedures. On the third day of measure-
ments, only one team was available because two team members were 
required to assist in setting up the survey boat and adjust the ADCP unit 
used to measure water currents; so only one ship transit was recorded that 
day in order to obtain a second transit of the Bernardo Quintana A. The 
third occasion was on 22 July when there were no ships available for 
which permission could be obtained in time to board an outbound ship 
that would meet the Astro Antares. A team was already committed to 
measure this ship.   
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 Table 1. Ships instrumented during DGPS survey of Houston Ship Channel. 

No. Ship Name Date Boarded Direction Ship Class 
Length 
(ft) 

Beam 
(ft) 

Avg.Draft 
(ft) 

Combined 
Beam (ft) 

1 SL Commitment 7/16/2001 Out Cont. 950 106 29.9  

3 Bernardo Quintana A. 7/17/2001 In Tank. 753 106 39.8  

2 Lykes Liberator 1 7/17/2001 Out Cont. 850 106 26.0 212 

4 Bernardo Quintana A. 7/18/2001 Out Tank. 753 106 23.4  

5 New Amity 7/20/2001 In Tank. 790 138 39.6  

6 New Alliance 7/20/2001 Out Tank. 788 138 22.5 276 

7 Sibohelle 7/21/2001 In Tank. 807 106 40.0  

8 Eagle Otome 7/21/2001 Out Tank. 810 138 23.0 244 

9 Astro Antares 7/22/2001 In Tank. 813 141 39.9  

10 Genmar Agamemnon 7/23/2001 In Tank. 798 137 39.0  

11 New Amity 7/23/2001 Out Tank. 791 138 28.0 275 

12 Arabella 7/24/2001 In Tank. 539 75 28  

13 SeaLand Motivator 7/24/2001 Out Cont. 856 106 31 181 

14 MSC Sabrina 7/25/2001 In Cont. 796 106 35.0  

15 Genmar Agamemnon 2 7/25/2001 Out Tank. 798 137 28.0  

16 SKS Trinity 7/27/2001 In OBO 800 138 40.0  

17 Frankopan 7/27/2001 Out Tank. 801 129 28.0 267 

18 Nissos Amorgas 3 7/28/2001 In Tank. 800 131 37.0  

19 Tower Bridge 4 7/28/2001 Out Gen. Cargo 508 75 26.0 206 

20 SL Performance 7/29/2001 In Cont. 950 106 30.0  

21 SKS Trinity 7/29/2001 Out OBO 800 138 28.0 244 

22 SL Pride 7/30/2001 In Cont. 856 106 30.0  

23 SL Perfomance 7/30/2001 Out Cont. 950 106 30.0  

24 Lykes Pelican 7/31/2001 In Cont. 521 79 27.0  

25 SL Pride 7/31/2001 Out Cont. 856 106 30.0 185 

NOTES: Bold lines indicate a meeting with two instrumented ships occurred.   
1 Bridge forward arrangement; stern was too congested for gage to be mounted so it was mounted on the starboard side forward of the stern and 
recorded data at 20-sec intervals.   
2 Began using four GPS units on Team 2 ships.   
3 Three base units stopped recording 1 hr before the zero.   
4 The bow unit failed; Ashtec unit at port midship was recorded and is available.   
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Ship transit measurements 

The basic GPS measurements, including the measurements taken during 
the base line survey, are on three CD’s; CD HSC 193-202, CD HSC 203-
208, and CD HSC 209-212. The numbers indicate the range of daily data 
included on the CD by Julian date. A description of the files contained on 
these CD’s can be found in Appendix A. The ship transit measurements 
and logs have been combined into Excel workbooks on a CD HSC Ship 
Study. A summary and a description of the data and information con-
tained in these workbooks are in Appendix B.   

DGPS 

The DGPS gage measurements have been post-processed against the base 
data and recorded in the ship Excel workbooks in the spreadsheet entitled 
“DGPS.” The static zero has been determined and ship speed and heading 
computed. The distances between the antennae have been computed and a 
summary of the statistics of these distances provided as a check on that 
accuracy of the gage readings.   

The ship sinkage (i.e., change in elevation from the static zero elevation) at 
each gage has been computed and results plotted in worksheets entitled 
“StationPlot” and “Timeplot.” The station plot shows the sinkage for each 
gage plotted against a stationing along the ship channel established for 
this study. The stationing is shown in an AutoCAD file entitled 
“ALIGN2D_UTM_NAD83” available on CD HSC Ship Study. Also shown 
on the plot is the ship speed and key locations along the channel, which 
are shown for reference. The time plot shows the gage sinkage and ship 
speed plotted against time with location references indicated on the plot. A 
sample is shown in Figure 4.   

It is also important to be able to analyze the behavior of the ship(s) within 
the navigation channel by analyzing track plots of the ship’s footprint 
showing the position and orientation of the ship at intervals. These are 
particularly helpful in analyzing the control and response of the ship and 
reactions to factors such as bank effects and ship/ship interactions. 
Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate these situations. The first shows the Genmar 
Agamemnon (inbound) making the turn at Bolivar Roads and the second 
shows the Genmar Agamemnon (inbound loaded) meeting the New 
Amity (outbound light). One can note that the Genmar Agamemnon does 
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Vessel Sinkage - Houston Ship Channel
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Figure 4. Vessel sinkage plot. 

 
Figure 5. Genmar Agamemnon (inbound). 
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Figure 6. Genmar Agamemnon (inbound) meeting New Amity (outbound). 

not come back to the channel center line after the meeting and stays on the 
east channel toe. This was intentional and occurred when a test was 
performed to demonstrate the bank effects and to determine the amount 
of rudder required to hold the ship steady on a course near the channel 
edge. A second passing then occurred with the Sibohelle near channel 
markers 39 and 40. 

Shaft and rudder 

For those cases where the ship’s shaft RPM and rudder angles were 
measured, the data are provided on CD HSC Ship Study.   

There were several instances of difficulty that occurred with these mea-
surements. Sometimes when the propulsion system involved a Controlled 
Pitch Propeller (CPP), measuring the shaft RPM was not meaningful since 
it was normally constant while the propeller pitch varied. In those cases, 
i.e., Araella, SL Motivator, and SL Pride, a videotape of the pitch was 
made with time synchronized to the GPS units. The Nissos Amorgas had a 
CPP system; however, a relationship was available between the shaft RPM 
and the propeller pitch, so the RPM was recorded and no video of the 
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propeller pitch is available. There was some difficulty with obtaining an 
accurate calibration of the Genmar Agamemnon rudder angle. No mea-
surements of the ship controls were made for the MSC Sabrina due to 
equipment failure. Videotape recordings of the rudder angle and shaft 
RPM were made for this ship transit and must be manually digitized at a 
later time. Finally, on the last transit outbound the instrumentation box 
containing the RPM recordings for the SL Pride was lost overboard; 
therefore, no RPM records are available for this ship.   

Logs 

Information for each ship transit is recorded in worksheets contained in 
each ship transit’s workbook. In addition, the logbooks for this project are 
available. The basic ship data including the ship drafts from the ship 
bridge, the dock draft readings and the ship loading analysis are recorded 
in the “Basic Information” worksheet. Records of events during the ship 
transit are recorded in the worksheet entitled “Timing-Notes.” Also 
recorded there are significant notes as well as the water level, specific 
gravity and temperature at the dock. The relationship of ship speed and 
RPM are included in the “Speed-RPM” worksheet. Key dimensions are 
available in the “Antennae” worksheet. The time and closest approach 
distance to benchmarks or waypoints are recorded in the worksheet 
entitled “Benchmarks.” The occasions of ship meetings with available 
timing, ship dimensions, speed, and separation distance data are recorded 
in the “Meetings” worksheet. A worksheet for water levels from the water- 
level measurements, “Waterlevels,” is included in the ship workbooks but 
is not populated.   

Ship track plots 

Ship track plots were developed for each ship transit. These track plots are 
included as layers in the AutoCAD file “ALIGN2D_UTM_NAD83” avail-
able on CD HSC Ship Study. Each ship track is included in a ship layer 
named with the ship transit code. These layers could be turned on and off 
to view the track plot; two meeting ship track plot could be viewed to 
analyze the ship positions during the meeting. Other ship meetings could 
often be observed by analyzing the ship track plot and noting where the 
ship moves from the center line.   
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Water level measurements 

Water level measurements came from three sources: PORTS, the survey 
boat measurements, and the dock measurements.  

PORTS 

The PORTS water levels for the North Jetty, Eagle Point, Morgan’s Point, 
Lynchburg and Manchester gages are contained on CD1. The water levels 
for these gages are recorded at 6-min intervals, and are referred to the 
mean lower low water (mllw) datum. Further information is available from 
the PORTS Internet site, http://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/.   

Survey boat 

The survey boat measured the water level along the path of five outbound 
ships during the ship measurements between Morgan’s Point and the 
Texas City Jetty. These surveys were used to adjust the ship sinkage eleva-
tions for these ships to account for the water-level elevation changes and 
obtain sinkage relative to the water surface. The survey boat measure-
ments are contained in CD HSC Ship Study.   

Dock 

Measurements of the water level at the docks during the static zeros are 
included in the ship workbooks in the “Timing-Notes” worksheet. These 
data were used to extend the water levels to the end of the ship transit, and 
assist in determining the keel elevation.   

Water density 

The water density in terms of specific gravity and temperature was mea-
sured at the ship docks for most ship transits. These data are recorded in 
the ship workbooks in the “Timing-Notes” worksheet.   
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4 Summary and Conclusions 

Summary 

Purpose of study 

The purpose of this MCNP study was to record and document data during 
the time period of February 2002 through June 2005 that defines ship 
motions (both horizontal and vertical) during transits in the Houston Ship 
Channel (particularly the Galveston Bay reaches), and the relevant 
environmental and ship control factors that influence those ship motions. 
This was the time period during which channel widening and deepening 
was taking place.   

These measurements, combined with ship characteristics and channel 
conditions, provided data to better understand ship behavior and con-
trollability in confined waterways and to verify numerical ship models. 
Since the ships measured would be operating through both a 40-ft-deep by 
400-ft-wide channel and a 45-ft-deep by 530-ft-wide channel during proj-
ect improvement, these measurements provided comparative data in two 
channel sizes. An additional future condition of 50-ft deep by 600-ft wide 
was also modeled.  

A new DGPS survey was conducted utilizing newer more accurate equip-
ment than had been used in the previous 1990 through 1994 study. It was 
necessary to understand the behavior of ship(s) within the navigation 
channel by analyzing track plots of the ship’s footprint showing the posi-
tion and orientation of the ships at specific intervals. This was particularly 
helpful in analyzing control and response of the ships, and reactions to 
factors such as bank effects and ship-to-ship interactions. 

Monitoring data obtained in the prototype were used to determine how 
well the ship-to-ship interaction algorithms used in the ERDC Ship/Tow 
Simulator compared with real-world data. These data were used to 
develop enhanced and significantly more accurate algorithms for the 
Ship/Tow Simulator. This knowledge, when applied to future studies, will 
result in more accurate simulation modeling of proposed navigation 
projects.  
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Ships measured 

Twenty-five ships were measured, including 13 tanker/bulk carriers, nine 
containerships, two ore-bulk-oil (OBO) ships, and one general cargo ship. 
Eleven of the ships had beams greater than 129 ft. Of the nine meeting 
situations that were accomplished with both ships instrumented, four had 
a combined beam less than 212 ft, and five had combined beams of greater 
than 240 ft. Five of the transits had survey boat water-level 
measurements.  

Ship transit measurements 

Ship speed and sinkage (i.e., change in elevation from the static zero ele-
vation) at each gage was computed. To understand the behavior of the 
ships within the navigation channel, it was necessary to analyze track plots 
of the ship footprint showing the position and orientation of the ship at 
specific intervals. The ship shaft RPM and rudder angles were measured. 
Logs for each ship transit were recorded on worksheets in each ship tran-
sit’s workbook, and were made available for this study. Basic ship data 
including draft from the ship bridge, dock draft readings, and ship loading 
analyses were procured. Significant events were tabulated, as well as the 
water level, specific gravity, and temperature at the dock. The occasions of 
ship meetings with available timing, ship dimensions, speed, and separa-
tion distance data were documented.  

Ship track plots were developed for each ship transit. Each ship track is 
included in a ship layer named with the ship transit code. These layers 
could be turned on and off to view the track plot; two meeting ship track 
plot could be viewed to analyze the ship positions during the meeting. 
Other ship meetings could often be observed by analyzing the ship track 
plot and noting where the ship moves from the center line.   

Water level measurements 

Water level measurements came from three sources: PORTS, the survey 
boat measurements, and the dock measurements. The water levels for the 
PORTS gages are recorded at 6-min intervals, and are referred to the mllw 
datum. The survey boat measured the water level along the path of five 
outbound ships during the ship measurements between Morgan’s Point 
and the Texas City Jetty, data which can be used to obtain sinkage relative 
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to the water surface. The dock data were used to extend the water levels to 
the end of the ship transit, and assist in determining the keel elevation.   

Water density 

The water density in terms of specific gravity and temperature was 
measured at the ship docks for most ship transits. 

Conclusions 

Monitoring data obtained in the prototype Houston Ship Channel by this 
MCNP study were used to determine how well the ship-to-ship interaction 
algorithms used in the ERDC Ship/Tow Simulator compared with real-
world data. These data were used to develop enhanced and significantly 
more accurate algorithms for the Ship/Tow Simulator. This knowledge, 
when applied to future studies, will result in more accurate simulation 
modeling of proposed navigation projects.   
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Appendix A: Global Positioning System Data 

The table on the following pages indexes the location of the raw base and 
ship GPS files, the post processed and corrected GPS files for the ships 
instrumented during the study. Each file contains GPS time in seconds 
from the start of the week, northing and easting coordinates in Universal 
Transverse Mercator (UTM), Zone 15 U.S. Survey feet relative to the North 
American Horizontal Datum 1983 (NAD83) and elevation in U.S. Survey 
feet relative to the North American Vertical Datum 88 (NAVD88). GPS 
time reinitializes to zero GMT midnight every Sunday morning. These data 
were recorded at 2-sec intervals. The Ashtec data were recorded at 1-sec 
intervals; however, when it was converted to RINEX format for process-
ing, it was only recorded at 2-sec intervals to be compatible with the 
Trimble data.   

These data have been recorded on three CD-R’s. The name of the CD iden-
tifies the range of days for which data are contained on the CD and is iden-
tified in the first column. The ships are identified by name in the second 
column. On each CD there are three directories: Base, Ship, and PP_Data. 
The files in these directories are identified in the Base File, Ship File, Post 
Process File, and Corrected File columns. The files are grouped by days 
identified by Julian date into subdirectories under the three main direc-
tories. The subdirectory into which each of the ship files are located is 
identified in the first column under the CD name for each ship. The loca-
tion of the GPS gage associated with the file is identified in the fifth 
column. A Data File Index is available on each CD as well as a file con-
taining information about the Base Stations and the Dock Water Level 
measuring locations.   

The file names are primarily made up as follows:   

The first four numbers identify the GPS gage, the next three numbers 
identify the Julian date, and the last number is a file counter.   

The Corrected File is the file that would normally be used to begin anal-
ysis. It is a comma separated ASCII file with the GPS time in seconds and 
the GPS week in the first column; northing, easting and elevation in the 
next three columns. These files have generally been converted into an 
Excel file of the same name which is also included in the same 
Directory/Subdirectory.   
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CD -     
Sub. Dir. 

SHIP NAME 
BASE FILE 

Base 
SHIP FILE 

Ship 
ANTENNA 
POSITION 

POST PROCESS FILE 
PP_Data 

CORRECTED FILE 
PP_Data 

         
CD 193-202 COMMITMENT 74301970 81201970 BOW 81201970.ASC 81201970.COR 

D197   83101970      
   28731970 81381971 PORT 81381971.ASC 81381971.COR 
         
    81421971 STB 81421971.ASC 81421971.COR 

         
    35211971 NEAR BOW 35211971.ASC 35211971.COR 
         
         

CD 193-202 QUINTANA 74301980 81201980 BOW 81201980.ASC 81201980.COR 
D198   83101980 81201981     

   28731980      
    81381980 PORT 81381980.ASC 81381980.COR 
    81381981     
         
    81421980 STB 81421980.ASC 81421980.COR 
    81421981     
         
         

CD 193-202 LIBERATOR 74301980 35211982 BOW 35211982.ASC 35211982.COR 
D198   83101980      

   28731980 35051982 PORT 35051982.ASC 35051982.COR 
         
    35091981 STB 35091981.ASC 35091981.COR 
         
         

CD 193-202 QUINTANA 74301990 81201990 BOW 81201990.ASC 81201990.COR 
D199   83101990 81201991  81201991.ASC 81201991.COR 

   28731990      
   81451990 81381990 PORT 81381990.ASC 81381990.COR 
    81381991  81381991.ASC 81381991.COR 
         
    81421990 STB 81421990.ASC 81421990.COR 
    81421991  81421991.ASC 81421991.COR 
         
         

CD 193-202 ALLIANCE 74302010 81202010 BOW 81202010.ASC 81202010.COR 
D201   83102010 81202011  81202011.ASC 81202011.COR 

   28732010      
    81382010 PORT 81382010.ASC 81382010.COR 
    81382011  81382011.ASC 81382011.COR 
         
    81422010 STB 81422010.ASC 81422010.COR 
    81422011  81422011.ASC 81422011.COR 
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CD -     
 Sub. Dir. 

SHIP NAME 
BASE FILE  

Base 
SHIP FILE 

Ship 
ANTENNA 
POSITION 

POST PROCESS FILE 
PP_Data 

CORRECTED FILE 
PP_Data 

         
CD 193-202 AMITY 74302010 35212011 BOW 35212011.ASC 35212011.COR 

D201   83102010      
   28732010 35052011 PORT 35052011.ASC 35052011.COR 
         
    35092011 STB 35092011.ASC 35092011.COR 

              

              
CD 193-202 EAGLE OTOME 74302020 81202020 BOW 81202020.ASC 81202020.COR 

D202   83102020 81202021  81202021.ASC 81202021.COR 
   28732020      
    81382020 PORT 81382020.ASC 81382020.COR 
    81382021  8138202A.ASC 8138202A.COR 
         
    81422020 STB 81422020.ASC 81422020.COR 
    81422021  8142202A.ASC 8142202A.COR 
         
         

CD 193-202 SCBO HELLE 74302020 35212021 BOW 35212021.ASC 35212021.COR 
D202   83102020      

   28732020 35052021 PORT 35052021.ASC 35052021.COR 
         
    35092021 STB 35092021.ASC 35092021.COR 
         
         

CD 203-208 ANTARES 74302030 81202030 BOW 81202030.ASC 81202030.COR 
D203   83102030 81202031  81202031.ASC 81202031.COR 

   28732030      
    81382030 PORT 81382030.ASC 81382030.COR 
    81382031     
    81382032  81382032.ASC 81382032.COR 
         
    81422030 STB 81422030.ASC 81422030.COR 
    81422031  81422031.ASC 81422031.COR 
         
         

CD 203-208 GENMAR 74302040 81202040 BOW 81202040.ASC 81202040.COR 
D204   83102030 81202041  81202041.ASC 81202041.COR 

   28732030      
    81382040 PORT 81382040.ASC 81382040.COR 
    81382041  81382041.ASC 81382041.COR 
         
    81422040 STB 81422040.ASC 81422040.COR 
    81422041  81422041.ASC 81422041.COR 
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CD -      
Sub. Dir. 

SHIP NAME 
BASE FILE  

Base 
SHIP FILE 

Ship 
ANTENNA 
POSITION 

POST PROCESS FILE 
PP_Data 

CORRECTED FILE 
PP_Data 

       
CD 203-208 NEW AMITY 74302040 35212041 BOW 35212041.ASC 35212041.COR 

D204   83102030      
   28732030 35052041 PORT 35052041.ASC 35052041.COR 
         
    35092041 STB 35092041.ASC 35092041.COR 
         
         

CD 203-208 MOTIVATOR 74302050 81202050 BOW 81202050.ASC 81202050.COR 
D205   83102050      

   28732050 81382050 PORT 81382050.ASC 81382050.COR 
         
    81422050 STB 81422050.ASC 81422050.COR 
         
         

CD 203-208 ARABELLA 74302050 35212052 BOW 35212052.ASC 35212052.COR 
D205   83102050      

   28732050 35052051 PORT    
   81452050      
    35092051 STB    
         
         

CD 203-208 GENMAR 76332060 81202060 BOW 81202060.ASC 81202060.COR 
D206   83102060      

   28732060 81382060 PORT 81382060.ASC 81382060.COR 
         
    81422060 STB 81422060.ASC 81422060.COR 
         
         

CD 203-208 SABRINA 76332060 81452060 BOW 81452060.ASC 81452060.COR 
D206   83102060      

   28732060 74302060 PORT 74302060.ASC 74302060.COR 
         
    35092061 STB 35092061.ASC 35092061.COR 
         
         

CD 203-208 SURVEY BOAT 83102060 81412060 SURVEY BOAT 81412060.ASC 81412060.COR 
D206         

         
CD 203-208 FRANKOPAN 76332080 81452080 BOW 81452080.ASC 81452080.COR 

D208   83102080      
   28732080 74302080 PORT 74302080.ASC 74302080.COR 
         
    81412080 STB 81412080.ASC 81412080.COR 
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CD -      
Sub. Dir. 

SHIP NAME 
BASE FILE  

Base 
SHIP FILE 

Ship 
ANTENNA 
POSITION 

POST PROCESS FILE 
PP_Data 

CORRECTED FILE 
PP_Data 

       
CD 203-208 NEW TRINITY 76332080 81202080 BOW 81202080.ASC 81202080.COR 

D208   83102080 81202081 BOW 81202081.ASC 81202081.COR 
   28732080      
    81382080 PORT 81382080.ASC 81382080.COR 
    81382081 PORT 81382081.ASC 81382081.COR 
         
    81422080 STB 81422080.ASC 81422080.COR 
    81422081 STB 81422081.ASC 81422081.COR 
         
         

CD 209-212 TOWER BRIDGE 76332090 81452090 BOW 81452090.ASC 81452090.COR 
D209   83102090      

   28732080 74302090 PORT 74302090.ASC 74302090.COR 
         
    81412090 STBD 81412090.ASC 81412090.COR 
         
    35092092 PORTMIDSHIP 35092092.ASC 35092092.COR 
         
         

CD 209-212 AMORGOS 76332090 81202090 BOW 81202090.ASC 81202090.COR 
D209   83102090      

   28732080 81382090 PORT 8138209A.ASC 8138209A.COR 
      8138209B.ASC 8138209B.COR 
         
    81422090 STBD 81422090.ASC 81422090.COR 
         
         

CD 209-212 SURVEY BOAT  31912090 SURVEY BOAT 31912090.ASC 31912090.COR 
D209         

         
CD 209-212 TRINITY 76332100 81202100 BOW 81202100.ASC 81202100.COR 

D210   83102100      
   28732100 81382100 PORT 81382100.ASC 81382100.COR 
         
    81422100 STBD 81422100.ASC 81422100.COR 
         
         

CD 209-212 PREFORMANCE 76332100 81452100 BOW 81452100.ASC 81452100.COR 
D210   83102100      

   28732100 74302100 PORT 74302100.ASC 74302100.COR 
         
    81412100 STBD 81412100.ASC 81412100.COR 
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CD -      
Sub. Dir. 

SHIP NAME 
BASE FILE  

Base 
SHIP FILE 

Ship 
ANTENNA 
POSITION 

POST PROCESS FILE 
PP_Data 

CORRECTED FILE 
PP_Data 

       
CD 209-212 SURVEY BOAT 76332100 31912100 SURVEY BOAT 31912100.ASC 31912100.COR 

D210    31912101  31912101.ASC 31912101.COR 
         
         

CD 209-212 JACINTO DOCK 76332100 81202102 MARK 81202102.ASC 81202102.COR 
D210         

         
CD 209-212 BAYTOWN DOC 76332100 81202101 MARK 81202101.ASC 81202101.COR 

D210         
         

CD 209-212 SL PRIDE 83102110 81202110 BOW 81202110.ASC 81202110.COR 
D211   76332110 81202110 BOW "0" 81202111.ASC 81202111.COR 

   76332111      
   28732110 81382110 PORT 81382110.ASC 81382110.COR 
    81382110 PORT "0" 81382111.ASC 81382111.COR 
         
    81422110 STBD 81422110.ASC 81422110.COR 
    81422110 STBD "0" 81422111.ASC 81422111.COR 
         
         

CD 209-212 PREFORMANCE 83102110 81452110 BOW 81452110.ASC 81452110.COR 
D211   76332110 81452111  81452111.ASC 81452111.COR 

   76332111 81452112  81452112.ASC 81452112.COR 
   28732110      
    74302110 PORT 74302110.ASC 74302110.COR 
    74302110 PORT 74302111.ASC 74302111.COR 
         
    81412110 STBD 81412110.ASC 81412110.COR 
    81412110 STBD 81412111.ASC 81412111.COR 
         
    35212112 PORTMIDSHIP    
         
         

CD 209-212 SURVEY BOAT 76332110 31912110 SURVEY BOAT 31912110.ASC 31912110.COR 
D211   76332111 31912110 SURVEY BOAT 31912111.ASC 31912111.COR 

         
         

CD 209-212 PELICAN 83102120 81452120 BOW 81452120.ASC 81452120.COR 
D212   76332120      

   28732120 81412120 PORT 81412120.ASC 81412120.COR 
         
    74302120 STBD 74302120.ASC 74302120.COR 
         
    35212120 PORTMIDSHIP    
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CD -      
Sub. Dir. 

SHIP NAME 
BASE FILE  

Base 
SHIP FILE 

Ship 
ANTENNA 
POSITION 

POST PROCESS FILE 
PP_Data 

CORRECTED FILE 
PP_Data 

         
CD 209-212 PRIDE 83102120 81202120 BOW 81202120.ASC 81202120.COR 

D212   76332120      
   28732120 81382120 PORT 81382120.ASC 81382120.COR 
         
    81422120 STBD 81422120.ASC 81422120.COR 
         
         

CD 209-212 SURVEY BOAT 83102120 31912120 SURVEY BOAT 31912120.ASC 31912120.COR 
D212         
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Appendix B: Processed Ship Information 

“CD Houston Ship Channel Study” contains a directory entitled “Ship 
Data” which has a subdirectory entitled “Ship Files.” The files in the ship 
directory are named according to the Ship Codes listed in the table on the 
following pages and the summary of ships measured in the main report. 
The file names are generated with an abbreviation of the ship name as the 
first three characters and the three-digit Julian date of the ship transit. 
The highlighted pairs indicate ships that met each other somewhere in the 
transit.   

Within each Excel ship file, there are a series of worksheets that contain 
either data or graphs. These are as follows: 

• Basic Information – Ship particulars, background, loading informa-
tion, draft readings from various resources, pilots, and pilots 
comments (if any).   

• Timing-Notes – Arrival/Sailing dock, waypoint and event time logs, 
dock water levels, specific gravity/temperature, special maneuvers 
logs, rudder calibration logs.   

• Speed-RPM – the speed and RPM (in some cases this includes pitch if 
variable) relationships available on the bridge and pilot cards.   

• Antennae – key GPS gage mounting information and locations of each 
antenna as placed on the ship to key ship locations.   

• Benchmarks – time and distance from key benchmarks in the study 
reach.   

• Waterlevels – a worksheet available for storing water level information 
available for the ship transit period. This is not populated at this time 
awaiting translation of water elevations to a common datum and deter-
mination of a procedure and format required to process the water level 
adjustments to the gage elevations and other elevations.   
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• Meetings – meeting logs for other ships met during the transit include-
ing general dimensions of the traffic ship, measured separation 
distances, times, and ship speeds.   

• DGPS – the recorded GPS position and elevation data for each gage 
and computations to determine squat or ship sinkage, speed, and other 
pertinent information about the ship’s motion.   

• Station Plot – a plot of the three GPS gage elevations relative to the 
static zero elevation during the ship’s transit showing the elevations vs. 
position along the navigation channel. Stationing is along the channel 
center line beginning at Gulf end of the extended entrance channel, N 
3,411,137.743, E 548,104.800 and is shown in the alignment plot 
described in the report. Key points along the channel are included in 
the plot for reference. The movement of the ship will be left to right for 
inbound or arriving ships and right to left for outbound or sailing 
ships.   

• Time Plot – a plot of the three GPS gage elevations relative to the static 
zero during the ship’s transit showing elevations vs. transit time in GPS 
seconds.  The motion of the ship is always from left (lesser time) to 
right. Key points along the channel are included in the plot for 
reference.   
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No. Ship Name 
Ship Code 
File Name Date Boarded  

     
1 SL Commitment COM197 7/16/2001 197 
     
2 Bernardo Quintana A. BER198 7/17/2001 198 
3 Lykes Liberator LIB198 7/17/2001 198 
     
4 Bernardo Quintana A. BER199 7/18/2001 199 
     
5 New Amity AMI201 7/20/2001 201 
6 New Alliance ALI201 7/20/2001 201 
     
7 Sibohelle SIB202 7/21/2001 202 
8 Eagle Otome EAO202 7/21/2001 202 
     
9 Astro Antares AST203 7/22/2001 203 
     

10 Genmar Agamemnon AGA204 7/23/2001 204 
11 New Amity AMI204 7/23/2001 204 

     
12 Arabella ARA205 7/24/2001 205 
13 SeaLand Motivator MOT205 7/24/2001 205 

     
14 MSC Sabrina SAB206 7/25/2001 206 
15 Genmar Agamemnon AGA206 7/25/2001 206 

     
16 SKS Trinity SKS208 7/27/2001 208 
17 Frankopan FRK208 7/27/2001 208 

     
18 Nissos Amorgas1 NIS209 7/28/2001 209 
19 Tower Bridge TOW209 7/28/2001 209 

     
20 SL Performance PER210 7/29/2001 210 
21 SKS Trinity SKS210 7/29/2001 210 

     
22 SL Pride PRI211 7/30/2001 211 
23 SL Perfomance PER211 7/30/2001 211 

     
24 Lykes Pelican PEL212 7/31/2001 212 
25 SL Pride PRI212 7/31/2001 212 
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